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Abstract This essay looks at Ethnic Studies activism in Arizona through a

rhetorical lens in order to highlight epistemological aspects of activities such as a

high school Chicano Literature class, Roberto ‘‘Dr. Cintli’’ Rodriguez’s journalism,

and student activism to defend the Mexican-American Studies Department. Taking

rhetoric’s premise that language is at the center of knowledge construction (epis-

temology), this essay turns to Chicano activism as a language that produces

knowledge differently. The participation of students, particularly in the indigenous

spiritual runs, is an important example of the traditionally central role of students to

the field of Chicano Studies. Runs also work inwardly to strengthen participants and

build group cohesion. These practices, like Chicano and Ethnic Studies in general,

constitute a critical dialectical way of thinking, a disruptive opposition to traditional

rationalities that tend to gloss over colonialist histories and justify status quo racial

inequalities. Thinking about these activities rhetorically allows readers to under-

stand how the participants communicate with a wider audience and how they

generate knowledge uniquely around Chicano Studies.

Keywords Rhetoric � Epistemology � Dialectic � Chicana/o (Raza) Studies �
Ceremonial running � Activism

‘‘SB 1070 is an attack on our bodies … HB 2281 is an attack on our minds…
they are trying to kill our souls, but they don’t know where to look.’’

Dr. Cintli, Mexican-American Studies Professor, University of Arizona

In the middle of the burning summer of 2009 news circulated among Chicano/

Latino activists in the Southwest that a group of about 50, composed mostly of

students, had just ran through the Arizona desert from Tucson to Phoenix in 115�
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weather. Following indigenous run protocols, they carried sacred staffs and stopped

periodically in talking circles. They were protesting a bill that would destroy the

very effective Raza Studies K-12 program, officially known as the Mexican-

American Studies Department (MAS). Students enrolled in Raza Studies classes had

a 98 % graduation rate and 70 % went on to college (the national graduation rate for

Latinos generally hovers at around 50 %). The run was organized as a protest, but it

was also conceptualized as an indigenous ceremony, in the tradition of the Peace

and Dignity runs initiated in 1992. Along the way, regional native groups such as

the O’Odam, Yaqui and Yoeme honored them, and in Phoenix, hundreds joined the

protest on its approach to the capitol. Upon their arrival, legislators were stunned,

and honored the sacrifice and the angry crowds by striking down the bill.

Republicans vowed to destroy the program the next year. In 2010 conservative

law-makers led by Tom Horne (a Republican originally from Canada) passed

HB2281 and Governor Jan Brewer signed the bill into law. Horne was later elected

Attorney General and pressured the Tucson Unified School District (TUSD) to

dismantle the program. At first, the once progressive school board refused.

In April of 2011, after the sudden death of a vocal progressive on the board, a now

conservative school board scheduled a vote to change MAS courses into electives

effectively disabling the program. Student activists in the newly formed group UNIDOS

(United Non-Discriminatory Individuals Demanding Our Studies), some of them former

students from Curtis Acosta’s Chicana/o Literature class, chained themselves to the

school board seats, leading the chamber in a chant that was heard across the Southwest:

‘‘If your education is under attack, What do you do? Fight back!!’’

Video of this protest went viral, and news of the Tucson struggle began to

circulate widely outside of Arizona via social media and through the journalism of

Roberto ‘‘Dr. Cintli’’ Rodriguez, Abie Morales’ local blog ‘‘The Three Sonorans,’’

and articles by highly-regarded historian Rudy Acuna. While many waited patiently

for the documentary ‘‘Precious Knowledge’’ to rally a national audience, Jon

Stewart’s Daily Show preempted the film’s expected impact with an effective

satirical portrait of an incompetent Tucson school board outlawing Mexican-

American Studies, basing its policy on ‘‘hearsay.’’ The comic relief served as a

balancing pathos to the hostile rhetoric of Arizona Republicans. CNN reports and

Huffington Post articles by Jeff Biggers followed, as the struggle also inspired

artwork by Favianna Rodriguez and nationally syndicated cartoonist Lalo Alcaraz in

California. The discourse, in short, took the form of a movement.

This paper looks closely at MAS literature pedagogy, at rhetorical strategies of

student activism, but it also highlights the rhetorical aspects of phenomena we don’t

usually understand as rhetoric in order to highlight the creative and knowledge

production aspects of activist discourse. By looking closely at three entities—a

MAS Chicano Literature class, Dr. Cintli’s journalism, and student activism

(specifically the spiritual runs)—we can distinguish rhetorical activities that give

meaning differently and understand how these generate knowledge (epistemology)

around Chicano Studies. This Chicano rhetoric is importantly bodily, innovative,

and involves themes of critical vision. It answers a call by Giroux (2004) for a

critical ‘‘new language’’ of progressive thought that can meaningfully and

materially counter the repressive forces and dominant logics of neoliberalism. This
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rhetoric is also, however, internally directed; it works to unify and strengthen a

community through concepts and ideas experienced ‘‘in the flesh.’’ By placing these

practices under a critical rhetorical lens, we can better understand how invention

strategies creatively aim at wide audiences with hopeful messages of social justice,

how they produce knowledge and how they also work inwardly on participants who

belong to a unique discourse community.

A Resistance Context: The Raza Studies Timeline

A glance at the timeline of this arduous struggle also suggests the historical and

educational implications of the outcome. After HB 2281 was signed into law lawyers

for 11 MAS teachers and two students—the ‘‘Tucson 13’’—filed a federal suit against

Horne and the Arizona State Board of Education. While the law was scheduled to go

into effect January 1, 2011, student protests and a liberal board kept MAS alive. To

counter the defense of MAS, Horne’s successor, Republican State Schools Super-

intendent John Huppenthal—who won his election with pseudo-genocidal promises to

‘‘eliminate La Raza’’—commissioned the Cambium report. The Cambium findings

backfired on Huppenthal and reported that MAS was not in violation of HB 2281, was

in fact an exceptional program, and recommended expanding courses offered. The

report suggested a negotiation between the two entities to resolve administrative

conflict. Huppenthal discarded the findings and ruled MAS ‘‘out of compliance’’ with

HB 2281, and threatened TUSD with a 15 million dollar economic embargo if they

allowed the program to continue. In response, community and students organized

protests, sacred runs, and took over several school board meetings. In January of 2012,

the school board, under heavy police presence, cut short public comment, and finally

voted to terminate MAS. The next day, teachers were instructed to erase course names,

change syllabuses, cancel Ethnic Studies units, ‘‘mainstream’’ their instruction, and

literally box books in front of their students. These boxes were labeled ‘‘Banned

Books’’ and locked in storage rooms.

Within days walkouts occurred. School board meeting protests and barrio runs

continued with equal frequency and intensity. Then more innovative protest

phenomena emerged like the Walkout School, Tucson Freedom Summer, the school

board Soundscape protest, and Pachuco Flashmobs. While the federal case of the

Tucson 13 moved slowly, MAS’s enemies filed countersuits to entangle teachers in

the courts. As the Tucson Freedom Summer of 2012 attracted national attention, the

wheels of justice grinded too slowly for the teachers to rebuild. Most were re-

located, one founding member controversially took a job with the district to re-build

a ‘‘multicultural program,’’ and ex-director Sean Arce was terminated and

blacklisted from area schools. In November a Federal De-Segregation order called

for the return of MAS curriculum, which a newly elected school board will facilitate

or obstruct. As year 2012 wound down, Federal Judge Wallace Tashima had still not

ruled on the constitutionality of HB 2281.

At present, many believe that the house (MAS) cannot be rebuilt after it’s been

burned to the ground, though others hold out hope that federal decisions in favor of

the program (along with the desegregation order that justified MAS since its
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beginnings), along with a school board uprising, can give leverage to a movement

that begins to bring back a regenerated form of Raza Studies. Many insiders soberly

recognize that the devastation to careers and relationships during the last 3 years has

been irreparable.

While the future of MAS looks stormy on the eve of 2012, it is important to look

back closely at this period to recognize the productive potential of a movement that

continues to stir thousands if not a generation across the Southwest. While the final

chapter on this movement is not close to being written, it is important to look at

Raza Studies to understand why its success was considered ‘‘anti-American,’’ and

how a community continues to creatively defend an institution it considers its own.

What is at stake is more than a single department, I suggest, but a way a Raza

Studies community composes and regenerates a field of knowledge. For this reason,

it is imperative to look closely at discourse, culture, pedagogy, activism, and the

intersection between these.

Neoliberalism’s Reductive Logic Versus a Chicano Studies Dialectic

CNN/Anderson Cooper: Tom Horne, Michael Erik Dyson ‘‘Ethnic Studies

Ban Racist?’’

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgvOdD5bVsg

Arizona’s political terrain can be characterized as a neo-liberalism ‘‘gone wild’’

(Soto and Joseph 2011). By tracing recent anti-Latino politics in Arizona, and

focusing on HR 2281’s attack on Raza/Ethnic Studies and the activism in support of

Raza Studies, I deliberately take a turn towards epistemology and rhetoric’s role in

challenging or establishing knowledge. This theoretical framework reflects my

investments studying rhetoric at the crossroads of English Composition and Chicano

Studies traditions, and my particular interest in Chicano Studies epistemology.

Rhetoric and Chicano Studies, in fact, share a troubled past as contested

epistemologies, disciplines that have been challenged as sites of knowledge

production. I have found that placing one discipline which survived 40 years next to
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the other which has survived since 400 B.C., leads to an innovative analytical

perspective. By studying the classroom and the public pedagogy of Tucson’s Raza

Studies activism, this paper aims to point out rhetorical differences in style, strategy

and episteme. I want to emphasize not simply how Arizona’s political battlefield

highlights divergent social agendas, but how Chicano groups employ a rhetorical

vision that, in Thomas’ (1999) words, ‘‘look back critically at history… and forward

toward possibility.’’ More to the point, Henry Giroux’s notions of public pedagogy

(2004), and Susan Giroux’s critique of ‘‘colorblind racism’’ (2010) expose an Anglo

American ethos of exceptionalism which views Chicano Studies as excess.

According to Henry Giroux, ‘‘the forces of neo-liberalism dissolve public issues

into utterly privatized and individualistic concerns.’’

Tom Horne, the author of HB 2281, in the above debate with Michael Erik Dyson

on CNN, asserts that education should center on Western Civilization and not teach

‘‘ethnic chauvinism,’’ and that ‘‘dividing by race is backward.’’ While some of

Horne’s other specious arguments seem far-fetched—such as censoring the teaching

of ‘‘Chicano Oppression,’’ that Raza Studies is ‘‘propaganda,’’ and saying he lives

by the principal of Martin Luther King’s speech about ‘‘not being judged by the

color of your skin but by the content of one’s character’’—his pitting of Raza

Studies against Western Civilization is characteristic of a devastating neoliberal

‘‘reductive logic’’ of ‘‘colorblind racism’’ that Susan Giroux describes below:

(colorblind racism’s) adherents participate in radically reductive forms of

rationality that make reason and reflection less likely and more difficult, where

not impossible.

While Dyson checks Horne for his appropriation of MLK, he also concedes to

Horne’s (non-critical) representation of a triumphalist American exceptionalism.

Referencing David Theo Goldberg, Giroux insists that ‘‘colorblind logics’’ give way

to three major prohibitions: they silence public analysis of ‘‘everyday racisms’’; they

practice an emphatic denial of history; and they displace racism from the public

sphere to the private.

Henry Giroux’s attention to culture as a taken-for-granted terrain of power plays,

the ‘‘field’’ if you will where rhetorical debates occur over social-political outcomes,

gives us a better picture of the way neoliberalism functions in our country and

around the world. He writes,

Culture now plays a central role in producing narratives, metaphors, and

images that exercise a powerful pedagogical force over how people think of

themselves and their relationship to others… that mediate between private life

and public concerns. It is also the sphere in which the translating possibilities

of culture are under assault, particularly as the forces of neo-liberalism

dissolve public issues into utterly privatized and individualistic concerns.

Tom Horne’s accusation that the program is an ‘‘abuse of tax dollars’’ commodifies

Raza Studies and questions the public investment in it. Giroux explains:

‘‘As governments globally give up their role of providing social safety nets,

social provisions, and regulation of corporate greed, capital escapes beyond
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the reach of democratic control, leaving marginalized individuals and groups

at the mercy of their own meager resources to survive… Under neo-

liberalism’s reign of terror, public issues collapse into privatized discourses,

and a culture of personal confessions, greed, and celebrities emerges to set the

stage for depoliticizing public life and turning citizenship and governance into

a form of consumerism’’

Horne’s rhetoric does all of this. In celebrity’s terrain of CNN, Anderson Cooper

recognizes Horne as a legitimate voice, and in the concision of political debate the

mass audience is not given an adequate picture nor an elaborate dialogue.

Raza Studies confronts this non-dialectical metanarrative by, in the words of

Jameson (2009), ‘‘accus(ing) the interlocutor of the lazy habits of common sense,

and … startles us into a distinction between at least two kinds of thinking.’’ This

critical aspect of the dialectic, the challenge to Eurocentric logics that Chicano

Studies does, has been a critical aspect of knowing since the 1960s. By looking at

Raza Studies under a rhetoric lens, and utilizing Baca’s (2008) theories around

Mestiz@ Rhetoric, I argue below that activist defenders of MAS curriculum

produce innovative and rich practices of activist discourse, employing distinct and

varied invention strategies and ways of knowing that borrow from Western and

indigenous epistemologies. Baca points out that present day assimilation move-

ments are ideological equivalents to colonial religious conversion strategies. Raza

activist rhetorical practices essentially develop a new language, ‘‘new vocabularies

and visions’’ that challenge East to West civilizational narratives, and engage

directly with some of the more dehumanizing tendencies of neoliberalism.

The non-traditional aspects of this protest activity has precedence in the field of

Chicano Studies itself, especially with regard to its origins in student activism and

also with regard to Chicanos’ traditional epistemological confrontations with

educational institutions. Most Chicano Studies programs originated within politi-

cally charged, if not violently confrontational, educational spaces. Most programs or

departments carved their ideological space on university campuses via student

pressure and protest, and, as I argued elsewhere, by means of a combative, multi-

lingual pleito (street fight) rhetoric (Serna 2012). Chicano student activists in the

1960s effectively code-switched between academic language, Spanglish and

‘‘fighting words’’ as they established departments. Susan Giroux writes:

The outgrowth of student agitation in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, new

disciplinary formations emerged in the form of … departments in fields such

as women’s studies, African American studies, Latino studies, or simply

‘‘ethnic studies’’ … Equally influential were new theoretical discourses that

mapped the contours of the emergent conditions of postmodernity … Their

impact on traditional courses of study such as English, history, and philosophy

proved decisive, motivating both change and retrenchment…

The Chicano Studies discipline at the university, in fact, was argued into existence

by a militant student movement moving alongside historians and social scientists

(many if not most were undergraduate, graduate students or recent PhDs at the time)

who notably challenged the accepted patriotic, Eurocentric, male, triumphalist
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versions of US history, especially in the Southwest. The epistemological space for

this field was created by challenging lies, revealing exclusions, and making

successful historical arguments over such things as the Mexican-American War.

While traditional history books mentioned Mexican provocation, Chicano historians

detailed a US invasion involving war hawk legislation, demographic and military

provocation, and how the doctrine of Manifest Destiny operated ideologically

(Acuna 2004). More generally, Chicano Studies generated unique tenets that re-

defined what was considered knowledge. In addition to historical revision and

development of a Chicana/o self point of view, Chicano Studies aimed to ‘‘take the

university back to the barrio,’’ placing knowledge at the service of real

communities. In the next decades the field produced Chicana feminist and queer

scholarship which generated numerous critical concepts like intersectionality.

My point is that Chicano Studies came into existence as a disruptive

epistemological challenge—often through a combative rhetorical engagement with

the university (pleito rhetoric)—from the start. This is a reputation it hasn’t

outlived. On a deeper level of understanding, what Chicano Studies does is disrupt

knowledges and rationalities that tend to gloss over colonialist histories and ossify

status quo racial inequalities rooted in these histories. As I will continue to argue, I

believe that at the center of the rude politics in Arizona is not only a fight over

versions of history, but also a fight over dialectical thinking; it is precisely a

destructive political movement to outlaw and nullify a worldview through the

destruction of an exceptional Chicano institution. The promotion of a mythic

narrative that glorifies US exceptionalism functions epistemologically to erase or

marginalize Raza from the region’s history, maintain racial social hierarchies, and

simplify the racial narrative of US history. While Aristotle claimed rhetoric (or

discourse) to be the counterpart to the dialectic (or dialectical thinking), and

considering that dialectal methods are the grounds of virtually all sciences and

epistemologies, urban educators should recognize that the struggle in Arizona is a

destructive attack on learning and critical thinking.

Rodriguez (2012) has also pointed out the creative resistance—what he calls

‘‘creation-resistance’’—of current Raza Studies activists: creativity in the face of

destruction. Raza rhetoric and epistemologies, this paper also argues, are innovative

because they create knowledge and learning possibilities in the face of hostility and

precariousness. Nunley (2011) argues in Keepin It Hushed: The Barbershop and
African American Hush Harbor Rhetoric, that rhetoric is the site of episteme and

central to knowledge creation. Like African American hush harbor rhetoric

(AAHHR), Chicano Movement rhetoric also manufactured dynamic Chicana/o

subjectivities that survived, flourished and evolved. Nunley identifies neoliberalism

as the major threat to AAHHR, as the former’s political rationalities persistently

move to govern the sayable and keep African American rhetoric and bodies in

precarious social status, threatened by premature death. ‘‘African American

ontology, rhetoric and knowledge practices,’’ Nunley states, ‘‘have always been

and continue to be haunted by the terror of precariousness.’’ In a similar way, the

Chicano activist students and Chicano Studies programs have a long history of

experiencing this ‘‘terror of precariousness.’’ The precariousness of the Tucson Raza

Studies Department’s current situation is not far from the situation of fledgling
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programs in the 1970s, the cancellation of the UCLA program’s bachelor’s degree

in 1993, or threats from downsizing moves in the late 90s. As in these past struggles,

the student movement in Tucson generates new ways of knowing, and new styles of

rhetorically engaging with systems that oppress.

Go Back to that Culture: ‘‘Colorblind Racism’’and Neoliberalism’s Terministic
Screens

At a recent education conference, Norma Gonzalez, a Raza Studies Literature

teacher and a plaintiff in the Tucson 13, presented visual evidence of the reductive

nature of laws that racially profile brown-skinned communities (regardless of

citizenship status) (Gonzalez 2011). Gonzalez, also a participant in the sacred runs,

was recently ordered to take down an ‘‘Aztec Calendar’’ poster from her classroom.

The billboard below, she explained, visually captures this logical reduction, as it

assumes an Anglo-American audience and identifies a Latino nuclear family as ‘‘our

most serious public safety issue and a national security threat to America.’’

Burke (1966) writes that images, tropes, metaphors, methodologies and

disciplines (for example) function as terministic screens that ‘‘direct our intention’’

selectively. Terministic screens reflect, deflect and they select specific meanings,

according to Nunley’s (2011) interpretation. These billboards reflect a simplistic

‘‘founding fathers’’ mythos, and deflect all the ‘‘vibrant materials’’ in Arizona’s

geography—such as indigenous tribes, their histories, the Mexican-American War,

and the overall unique ‘‘assemblage of affective bodies,’’ the ‘‘federation of actants’’

in Arizona’s politics, to use Bennett’s (2009) concepts for the role of the material in

politics. Arizona’s neoliberal terministic screens direct our attention in a highly

reductive manner that hollows out history and over relies on racially charged pathos.

They also deflect a Raza Studies history that is critical of race, power, public

education and knowledge production.

In contrast, when students ran across the desert (or chained themselves to the

state capital, the INS office, or took over the school board, etc.) they sought a
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critical engagement with political figures, institutions, and material bodies outside

of the right’s terministic screens. Running across the desert they evoked a

communion and collaboration with the actual geography through indigenous

spiritual ritual. This can be understood as functioning on the register of culture.

Epistemology in the Eye of the Tempest: Raza Studies Concepts, Chicano
Literature and Shakespeare

While I have already discussed how Chicano Studies argued its way into existence

based on effectively contesting Eurocentric historical concepts, I want to describe

the unique concepts emerging from MAS methodology and the public pedagogy of

Roberto Rodriguez, aka Dr. Cintli. These concepts are examples of Baca’s theory of

invention from different ways of knowing. By providing some of the philosophical

context of MAS instruction, we can then look at Curtis Acosta’s Chicano Literature

class and see why the controversy around his course was as much about pedagogy as

it was about content/curriculum.

The most profound operational concept is the teaching philosophy called the

‘‘Xikano Paradigm’’ or the ‘‘Nahui Ollin’’ (modeled after the Mesoamerican four

directions concept), developed exclusively by MAS educators in conjunction with

Chicano elders in Arizona (Acosta 2007). Combining pre-Columbian philosophy,

Critical Race Theory and Paulo Freire’s theories on pedagogy, teachers developed a

general methodology of four stages or processes through which students journey

towards forging an academic identity. The first, Tezkatlipoca, ‘‘the smoking

mirror,’’ involves the process of self-reflection and implies individualized under-

standing of self and social location. The second, Quetzalcoatl, ‘‘feathered serpent,’’

stands for precious knowledge, students learning Chicano history and culture, seeing

themselves and their communities as funds of knowledge, and gaining perspective

on events and society. Huitzilopochtli, ‘‘hummingbird to the left,’’ is the third

concept, representing the will to act and tenacity. This concept can be correlated to

Freire’s writings on creative praxis. The final stage is Xipe Totek, ‘‘shedding skin,’’

which stands for transformation and evokes education as a means of transforming

and renewing self and community. Not simply rhetorical devices, the MAS concepts

and their re-appropriation of hemispheric knowledges in the service of twenty-first

century culturally relevant curriculum are pedagogical and epistemological projects.

Cintli contributes two significant concepts to thinking historically about Chicano

Studies: Maiz Knowledge and the Raza Studies Timeline. In one article contesting

Horne’s praise of Western Civilization, Cintli emphasizes that this is an imported

epistemology and that Chicanos and indigenous peoples are guided by

7,000–10,000 year old ‘‘Maiz Knowledge,’’ the agricultural cultivation of corn

which allowed settlement, economies, leisure and thus indigenous civilization,

mythologies, culture and sciences. Chicano culture tied to this ancient hemispheric

epistemology should be a requirement in schools.

His ‘‘Raza Studies Timeline’’ is based on the last Aztec ruler, Cuauhtemoc’s

‘‘Final Decree,’’ when he instructed his people to ‘‘destroy our temples, our places

of study, our schools, our ballgame fields and our houses of song,’’ to preserve this
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knowledge deep in their hearts until a new sun arrived and these things could be

brought into the light. While the post-colonial period up to the mid twentieth

century represents the era of storing away culture and knowledge, Cintli identifies

the 1960s and the current student activism as the era of re-emergence, ‘‘the new

sun.’’ Chicano Studies has emerged, Cintli asserts, and the timeline cannot be

reversed. These concepts not only put Chicano/Latino students at the center of

history (for a change), but they also pose a dialectical opposition to Western ways of

looking at knowledge and the world. This created new possibilities in MAS

classrooms.

The pedagogy in Acosta’s Chicano Literature classroom and the epistemology

that is made possible there bears many similarities to what Vorris Nunley calls

‘‘hush harbors’’ (Nunley 2011). Hush harbor sites such as the African American

barber shop spaces are places where African American men have traditionally found

a space to speak freely, where knowledge and truths emerge. They are places where

African American Hush Harbor Rhetorics (AAHHR)—the ‘‘commonplaces, tonal

semantics, mascons, and the tropes and epistemologies’’ of Black folk—are at home

(Nunley 2007). ‘‘Hush harbors authorize the unofficial, the underground, and under

the radar rhetoric and epistemology.’’ Classroom and pedagogical examples of

AAHHR, such as the J. Baugh’s ‘‘Lyric Shuffle’’ and Beverly Silverstein’s teaching

practices at Crenshaw High School in Los Angeles parallel the Chicano Literature

class’ goal to make Raza students and their culture feel at home. Unlike the vast

many alienating school spaces Latino students encounter throughout their youth,

these are spaces where they are not asked or forced to ‘‘leave their identities at the

hegemonic gate.’’ Nunley’s findings of the ‘‘Lyric Shuffle’’ reflect critical

pedagogy’s aim to acknowledge students’ ‘‘funds of knowledge,’’ and parallel the

function of Acosta’s Chicano Literature class:

The classroom is transformed into a hush harbor site, a safe site, because the

rhetoric, pedagogy, and knowledge circulating in and through the site reflect

and attempt to inhabit the ground of the students before taking them on a

journey to new territory.

When Chicano Literature teacher Curtis Acosta decided to teach William

Shakespeare’s The Tempest to a senior Chicano Literature class students initially

questioned the choice. Acosta told me his intention with this highly non-traditional

approach (even in university-level Chicano Literature courses) was to build on

indigenous concepts and epistemologies taught in many of the Raza Studies courses.

Although Chican@ writers still serve as the spine of the class, I knew that I

wanted to attach other great writers and works that explore themes that my

students could identify with in their lives. Nearly 90 percent of my students

are Chican@s so it was important to me for them to experience that writers

and artists from other ethnicities are conscious of the issues and themes in

their lives, their history. It was time to study The Tempest as a connection to

our indigenous history with European contact. Our MAS classes in TUSD

have been built upon indigenous principals and our pedagogy reflects this, so I

wanted the content to reflect this, as well (Acosta 2011).
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Understanding it as a first encounter text, students could discuss Shakespeare’s

meditation on colonialism during this historical ‘‘window’’—after first encounters

and before full-blown English colonization.

It is a moment in time where the English had not yet decided their plans, so

Shakespeare’s play has immense value into the mindset of his countrymen

toward the Americas, natives, power and colonization … it was important to

me for (the students) to experience that writers and artists from other

ethnicities are conscious of the issues and themes in their lives, their history.

By not simplifying The Tempest into the ‘‘politics of blame’’ or an ‘‘us versus them’’

binary, Acosta’s point of departure avoids what Susan Giroux calls anti-racialism,

and instead takes a deeper approach towards tackling racisms. She explains that

A more robust challenge (is) anti-racism, which insists on neither colorblind

transcendence nor liberal celebrations of diversity or tolerance, but on policies

that end racism.

Acosta’s activities with The Tempest, as ‘‘precious knowledge,’’ as a first encounter

narrative, resonated with students. By making a personal and cultural connection to

an iconic text from the English Literature cannon, Acosta bridged an ideological,

temporal and geographic expanse. Describing an exercise related to Caliban’s

expression of love for his island, Acosta states:

They immediately made connections to immigration, Mexican culture, and the

legacy of Chican@ civil rights with Caliban’s language. Often the mainstream

media and European Americans new to the Southwest and our history do not

understand the beauty of our culture … or the passion we have for our

education and civil rights. They made these connections on their own and

wrote their essays and constructed their modern interpretations around the

scene since it mattered so much to them.

In spite of Tom Horne’s warning that Raza Studies principally creates Chicano

resentment against whites, student work demonstrated that critical thinking about

race, power, history and literature were key outcomes. Like a generation of Latin

American writers and critics, Acosta’s students found revolutionary potential and

heroic qualities in Caliban’s revolt (Retamar 1989). Acosta explains:As youth in

Tucson, Arizona Chican@ Studies classes in 2011, it is completely understandable

why this called out to so many of them … I believe my students felt a respect for

Shakespeare in his construction of Caliban and his willingness to ‘‘fight’’ for his

island regardless of the drastically inverted power relationship between Caliban and

Prospero.Unlike Caliban’s distrust of Western books, Chicano Literature

approaches to the text combine vital criticism with lived experience. Acosta’s

Chicano Literature teaching is not only in the eye of the political tempest on race

and epistemology in this country. It also answers Henry Giroux’s call to place our

studies strategically in real life application, to locate our investigations strategically

in actual ideological battles. When MAS courses were finally ended in January

2012, William Shakespeare notably joined the infamous ranks of Chicano and

Latino authors banned in Arizona. The scandal over banned books, The Tempest in
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particular, importantly signaled that the attacks on MAS were not only about

curriculum, they were about pedagogy.

Arizona’s HR2281 law has also singled out and banned the use of Rudolfo

Acuna’s Occupied America: A History of Chicanos, Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, music by Chicano/Indigenous hip hop group Aztlan Underground and

numerous other texts on the grounds that they are a ‘‘seditious … and encourage the

violent overthrow of the United States.’’ Acuna’s text, the first extensive history of

Chicanos, endearingly called ‘‘the Chicano Bible’’ by activists, was in fact a

cornerstone of the construction of Chicano Studies as an epistemology and a

discipline. Its history in published form effectively reputed triumphalist US histories

that ignored Mexicans, distorted the Mexican-American War, and promoted the

myth of American exceptionalism. Young Chicano historians in the 1970s

effectively carved academic space for the new discipline on the grounds of this

contested history. Critical Chicano revisions of history, it could be argued,

established Chicano Studies and continue to be sites of ideological battles. It is these

same ‘‘seditious’’ histories, foundational to Chicano Studies, that are being attacked

today.

Running in the War Years: Student Activism, Youtube and Ceremony

(April 11, 2011) UNIDOS Takes Over School Board

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPZxCDMbZec

When student activists took over a school board meeting April 26, 2011,

protesting the turning of required classes into electives, they were assertively

opposing the downsizing of Raza Studies into a slow death. ‘‘They were going to

take us outside and kill us,’’ Sean Arce declared. In a cyclical type of movement,

students were also continuing a facet of Chicano Studies that is integral to the

discipline: the direct participation of the student. In this section, I would like to

elaborate on the continuity of student involvement in Chicano Studies epistemology

by focusing on the practice of spiritual runs.

‘‘Dr. Cintli’’ Rodriguez writes often about sacred runs in Arizona (Rodriguez

2009–2011). For him, runs function as protest, pedagogy and ceremony (Rodriguez

2012). For purposes specific to this paper’s project, I want to describe how the

indigenous runs are a form of student protest and how they are a bodily rhetoric that

produces knowledge; they are the site of episteme. I also want to convey here, that

in contrast to schools and schooling, which traditionally privilege knowledge as

truth, with regards to spiritual runs something more than knowledge is at stake. The

runs are frequently organized by the Calpulli Teoxiacalli, a cultural center directed

by a former graduate of the first years of Raza Studies in the 1990s. The Calpulli

involves many former and current MAS students and works to relearn Mesoamer-

ican cultural practices such as the sweat lodge, Aztec dance and symbolic writing.

In recent years they’ve been enlisted in the movement to ‘‘Save Ethnic Studies.’’

Spiritual running protocol in Tucson takes many lessons from the quincentennial

Peace and Dignity Runs. In 1992, the year of the Columbus Quincentennial,
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indigenous groups from throughout the Americas came together and decided that a

hemispheric sacred run—starting simultaneously at the two tips of Alaska and

Argentina, and meeting at Teotihuacan near Mexico City—would best capture the

message that indigenous groups still survive, are united, and have a self

consciousness of each other. I myself, as did hundreds of Chicanos, participated

in this run as indigenous (albeit mestizo) peoples. The run signaled affirmation more

than resistance (though it was both). Instead of directing critique and resentment at

Columbus, the runs focused on prayer, healing, unity, recovering indigenous

customs and acquiring sacred knowledge through the process of interacting with the

land, Tonantzin, Mother Earth. The sacred runs in Tucson in defense of HB 2281

are in this tradition.

Dr. Cintli’s work as a Chicano Studies scholar, activist and journalist is at the

heart of this project. By participating in the runs himself, interacting with students,

then writing about the experience, Cintli contributes to a broader public pedagogy

that operates to include a wider audience into the ceremony and discourse. Writing

about a recent run he explains, ‘‘afterwards, one of the runners commented: ‘We

came to fight this bill, but in the end, we came to know ourselves.’’’ Some runners

convene with ancestors and loved ones, living and deceased; some describe runs as

meditative, cleansing the body and spirit; some consider it a type of way to bless the

neighborhoods and areas they run through, or to pray for a need (the defeat of HB

2281). Many say they experience revelations, that they ‘‘learn’’ deep truths about

themselves and the world outside their bodies. These observations are not unlike the

physiology of religious pilgrimages, hunger strikes, or the (less deliberately

spiritual) high school walkouts of 2006—which involved a community of ‘‘ritual

subjects,’’ covered long distances and were aimed against the federal anti-

immigration bill HR4437 (Troop 2010). As Edith and Victor Turner reveal in their

anthropological work on pilgrimage (1978), participants are

removed from a social structure maintained and sanctioned by power and

force, and leveled to a homogeneous social state through discipline and

ordeal … much of what has been bound by social structure is liberated.

Exhaust the body, elevate the mind. And if we consider running as a means of

communicating we can look to rhetoric to give this practice a substance that other

disciplines overlook. The runs, I want to emphasize, are also connected to the idea

that rhetoric is not simply superstitious ritual, it is not merely ornament and style.

Some might say that this activity merely evokes a cultural ‘‘style,’’ but it is, more

deeply, a ‘‘rhetoric as style,’’ as Thomas (1999) explains:

style and content are not binary opposites, but instead indistinguishable …
style is that which gives meaning to life through representation … (rhetoric/

style) give meaning differently.

They are a bodily rhetoric that is exactly the site of knowledge construction.

Running (or student activism, or ‘‘taking’’ a Chicano Studies course) seen in this

way, as a rhetorical activity, is a very real and dynamic site of an innovative form of

communicating.
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The desert run, for instance, fused ancient indigenous ritual/practice with a

rhetorical appeal to wider publics to reflect on what was being voted on. The run, in

a more inward-directed sense, generated a presence effect and provided a space and

moment for individuals to participate in a group bodily sacrifice that connected

itself to a deeper meditation on what exactly these individuals were fighting for

(Gumbrecht 2004). Not only was this an investing gesture, but more significantly

the spiritual run provided a moment of comunitas, a group identification through the

penitential sacrifice of runners who through physical depletion and exhaustion

purify their bodies of toxins and nutrients in order to more clearly reflect on the

greater costs, risks and reasons for the struggle for Raza Studies. This sacrifice/

pilgrimage/protest works ontologically on individual runners, their families,

supporters, and all allies to the cause. At the public level it demonstrates at the

very least an almost total commitment. The fusion of spiritual practice and political

protest in the Summer Desert Run of 2009 is an example of the deeper structures in

the innovative practices of Tucson’s activists, which are at times an embodied

rhetoric that operates ontologically beyond the activist participants.

Two weeks before the school board takeover, Dr. Cintli circulated another a

‘‘Special-Length Column’’ in his digital Column of the Americas, titled ‘‘Running in

the War Years: Running for Consuelo Aguilar.’’ This article did three thing. First,

remembered Consuelo, who was a humble-mannered yet highly active defender of

Raza Studies. A cultural as well as political activist, she was known for bringing

Chicano activist musical groups from California to Tucson. The article also

promoted a documentary film, ‘‘Precious Knowledge,’’ which was to air that month

nationally on PBS. Lastly, Cintli described in detail and through the voices of

participants, the protocol and experience of Sacred Runs. Teacher Norma Gonzalez

was quoted saying, ‘‘(our ancestors) knew the beauty of having an intimate

relationship with our Earth… they left us this way of knowing: Neteotlaotiliztli.’’
Cintli in this piece taps into a community’s pathos while he continues

marshalling an ancient logos through Mesoamerican epistemologies. His title

tellingly alludes to Cherrie Moraga’s collection of poetry and essays, Loving in the
War Years (2000). I think immediately of her powerful essay, ‘‘Out of Our

Revolutionary Minds: Towards a Pedagogy of Revolt.’’ In it Moraga critiques

academia and scholars who get PhD’s and have trouble integrating their knowledge

back to Raza communities. She revisits the concept of Aztlan, calls for Raza Studies

in high schools and critically recalls the idealist, revolutionary Chicano Movement

‘‘escuelitas’’ of the 1970s. She ends, alluding to Frantz Fanon, by sanctioning all

‘‘impressive acts of revolt.’’

More to the point, the runs evoke Moraga and Anzaldua’s ‘‘theory of the flesh’’

(1981) which suggests theory is best grounded when the ‘‘physical realities of our

lives… all fuse to create a politic born out of necessity.’’ Quoting Emma Goldman

in her essay ‘‘La Guera,’’ Moraga explains, ‘‘it is the quality of our response to the

event and our capacity to enter into the lives of others (which) helps us to make their

lives and experiences our own.’’ For Moraga, it was not until she experienced her

lesbianism ‘‘in the flesh’’ that she could connect with her mother’s Chicana

oppression. Recognizing that ‘‘real power is collective,’’ she concludes that learning

about racism ‘‘in the flesh’’ cannot happen without ‘‘emotional heart-felt grappling
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with the source of our own oppression.’’ This grappling with the source of things—a

meditation on oppression and contradictions—is a central process of the spiritual

runs.

Conclusion: Sacred Items, New Vocabularies

Henry Giroux states that attacks on public and higher education, like the urgent

ideological war in Arizona, ultimately call for ‘‘new vocabularies and visions for

clarifying our intellectual, ethical and political projects, especially as they work to

reabsorb questions of agency, ethics, an meaning back into politics and public life.’’

In Arizona’s field of battle, activist journalism, ancient Chicano spiritual practices

and Chicano Studies in Tucson high schools form unique rhetorical practices that

desire to inscribe themselves into a geography of knowledge. They are part of

Chicano Studies tradition, and they contribute profoundly to it.

I have attempted to describe the bodily, embodied rhetoric of students and

activists in Tucson that have something overwhelming to say. Raza Studies student

rhetoric is importantly inward-directed as much as outward; it builds on the self, on

the individual and is grounded in Chicano Studies tenets and ancient hemispheric

epistemologies. It rebels when it refuses to center the colonialist eurocentricity of

Greco-roman knowledges preferred by neoliberalism’s Republican cheerleaders

(Tom Horne), choosing instead to study and practice concepts such as ‘‘Maiz

knowledge,’’ the Nauhui Ollin and ‘‘praying with their feet.’’
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When they ran through the desert, the Raza students took turns holding the staff.

From outward appearance it is a large branch of wood, a little larger, thicker and

heavier than the size of a cane, consecrated with string, beadwork, feathers and

other symbolic natural materials. It is what is called a ‘‘sacred item.’’ The staff

‘‘carries the collective prayers of all the runners’’ and grounds them to the

ceremony. It is a type of mobile altar. The staff is carried by the lead runner and no

one runs in front of it. At times the staff is referred to as a person and is gently

treated as such (when a leg of the run ends, and the runners drink water, they poor

water on the staff to ‘‘quench its thirst’’). Whoever holds the staff leads the other

runners and is responsible for the group’s direction and spiritual/physical safety.

Some runners convey feeling a swell of energy at times when carrying the staff.

I find the sacred staff to be a fitting metaphor for what I’ve been calling Raza

Studies Student Rhetoric. Much like the staff may be misunderstood by outsiders as

some ‘‘superstitious idol’’ or relic, the students and their program are also often

judged by superficial glances as different, other. Students prepare for runs by

dressing appropriately (weather-wise), wearing t-shirts with indigenous designs or

Chicano heroes, and attaching their own sacred items, perhaps a feather or a red

bandana worn tightly around their head. Their sneakers are worn tight. They are not

self-conscious about their appearance. Their activism does not focus on reacting to

politically-motivated reaction. Instead the emphasis is unabashedly inward,

strengthening one’s body and spirits by re-connecting to ancestral ways, meditating

on problems, praying for vision(s), building on what is known and felt, and fine

tuning new ways of knowing. Speaking with their feet. The staff is not ornament. It

is epistemology.
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